Social Media and Communications
Posting and maintaining Campus Pride social media activity your chosen social media site; assisting in the spread of publications and advertisements.

Lambda 10 and Greek Life
Research what national sorority/fraternity organizations are currently doing and update the "Out in Front" list; write stories or record videos about your personal experience with Greek life; interview your brothers/sisters about their experience having an "out" brother/sister.

College Fair and Campus Pride Index
Learn about the Campus Pride Index and Campus Pride National LGBTQ-Friendly College Fairs to promote it to colleges via email and Facebook; assist in maintenance of the CP Index and college fairs.

Blog Writer and Editor
Write and edit blog posts submitted to Campus Pride. We ask that you have some kind of background in writing, English, or editing.

Conference and Event Planning
Help coordinate/plan conferences and other Campus Pride events. Preference for full-time in-office interns.

HBCU Outreach and Network
Reach out to Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) across the country in an effort to compile a national network of LGBTQ students at HBCUs. Work with Campus Pride to connect with other organizations doing LGBTQ work with HBCUs.